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Free ebook Innovation secrets from the
front lines a business leaders guide to
creating new sources of growth and profits
(2023)
digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of front lines by boyd cable
digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every
digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format
the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this
work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature have your students report for duty as they go along on each military
force s most current missions they will gain insight into the history organization
and training demands of each military branch let 35 world class guerrilla marketing
coaches teach you their time tested tactics and strategies for getting new customers
and turning them into your most enthusiastic fans here is a taste of what you re
going to learn in guerrilla marketing on the front lines dozens of new high impact
strategies for reaching and acquiring new customers even on a shoestring budget
cutting edge online tactics designed to cut through the clutter and dramatically
increase your visibility and conversion rates the keys to developing high powered
guerrilla partnerships and affiliate programs that will leverage your time and
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actually make you money while you sleep are you ready to turn your own prospects
into customers and then into raving fans who will buy from you again and again and
again join us on the front lines and get ready to launch your own guerrilla
marketing attack youth and family services yfs are part of residential and group
homes schools social service organizations hospitals and family court systems yfs
include prevention education positive youth development foster care child welfare
and treatment as yfs has evolved advances in research have brought forth a host of
promising new ideas that both complement and expand on the original underpinnings of
strengths based practice thriving on the front lines represents an articulation of
these advancements thriving on the front lines explores the use of strengths based
practices with those who are in the trenches youth care worker ycws commonly
referred to as resident counselors youth counselors psychiatric technicians psych
techs caseworkers case managers and house parents or managers ycws are on the front
lines often providing services 24 hours a day thriving on the front lines is an up
to date treatise on the pivotal role of ycws and those who work day in and day out
with youth to improve their well being relationships and overall quality of life
unique aspects of the strengths based framework provided in thriving on the front
lines include strengths based principles informed by five decades of research
discussion of the importance of using real time feedback to improve service outcomes
and how to implement an outcome orientation exploration of positive youth
development two chapters devoted entirely to strengths based interventions an in
depth discussion of how to improve effectiveness through deliberate practice and how
to develop a strengths based organizational climate performances as feminist queer
and trans activism from theater and flash mobs to street protests and online
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manifestos an american captain tells the story of his unit of artillery in the front
lines of the western front through the battles of st mihiel and the argonne to the
ceasefire an acclaimed classic account of an american officer whose battery fought
bravely as part of the american expeditionary forces in 1918 the unedited journal
which was kept by the author on his person at all times is a gem of reportage filled
with scenes that vividly portray the battle front and at times the sheer brutality
of war his unit were cited for their accurate and deadly work with their french made
75 mm guns and despite the unit not often being more than 1000 yards away from the
trenchlines the efficiency of the battery allowed the author time to write not
polished or damaged by post war editing the author s diary retains its freshness and
immediacy of the shell torn trenches of the french countryside diary august november
1918 of a u s field artillery unit 75mm guns attached to the 33rd division one of
the best american artillery accounts p 120 edward lengel world war i memories 2004
the scarecrow press lanham maryland toronto oxford describes first hand accounts of
world war ii from those who lived through it provided by publisher approaches the
topic of world war ii from the perspective of those fighting in it at the front line
draws on a plethora of letters diaries and documents written by over 300 australian
soldiers in the field to present a picture of the hardships and triumphs of their
wartime experience mark johnston analyses the suffering of front line soldiers
caused not only by the opposing force but also by the conditions imposed by their
own army the book details the physical and psychological pressures of life at the
front and shows how soldiers survived or surrendered to unbearable environments fear
boredom and the constant threat of impending death the myths of mateship and
equanimity are brought under scrutiny much hostility can be explained by competition
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between ranks and the perceived hostility of superiors the author investigates the
immense strain that led to many breakdowns and the characteristic forebearance that
saw so many others through real leadership that leads to high engagement higher
performance and a culture of accountability as president and ceo of scripps health
one of america s most prestigious health systems chris van gorder presided over a
dramatic turnaround catapulting scripps from near bankruptcy to a dominant market
position while hospitals and health systems nationwide have laid people off or are
closing their doors scripps is financially healthy has added thousands of employees
even with a no layoff philosophy and has developed a reputation as a top employer
what are the secrets to this remarkable story in the front line leader chris van
gorder candidly shares his own incredible story from police officer to ceo and the
leadership philosophy that drives all of his decisions and actions people come first
van gorder began his unlikely career as a california police officer which deeply
instilled in him a sense of social responsibility honesty and public service after
being injured on the job and taking an early retirement van gorder had to reinvent
himself taking a job as a hospital security director a job that would change his
life through hard work and determination he rose to executive ranks eventually
becoming ceo of scripps but he never forgot his own roots and powerful work ethic or
the time when he was a security officer and a ceo would not make eye contact with
him van gorder leads from the front lines making it a priority to know his employees
and customers at every level his values learned on the force protecting the
community educating citizens developing caring relationships and ultimately doing
the right thing shape his approach to business as much as companies talk about
accountability managers seldom understand what practical steps to take to achieve an
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ethic of service that makes accountability meaningful the front line leader outlines
specific tactics and steps anyone can use starting today to take responsibility
inspire others and achieve breakout results for their organizations van gorder
reveals how a no layoff philosophy led to higher accountability how his own
attention to seemingly minor details spurred larger change and how his own high
standards for himself and his team improved morale and productivity from general
strategy to the tiny everyday steps leaders can take to create the kind of culture
and accountability that translates into major competitive advantage the front line
leader charts a path to better leadership and a more engaged higher performing
organization front lines documents the literary practices of imperial spain s common
soldiers the epic poems chronicles ballads and autobiographies that these soldiers
wrote at the front provide a critical view from below on state violence and imperial
expansion this memoir by a scottish doctor who was born and went on to work in govan
was found among family papers long after his death in 1972 less an account of the
author s inner life it is a graphic narrative by a practitioner in the hospitals and
homes of a major city of hands on medical care during much of the twentieth century
after training as a medical student on the wards of glasgow hospitals at the
outbreak of the first world war the young doctor joined the army and served as a
medical officer for the duration early on he provides a shattering account of the
hopeless slaughter at gallipoli where he survived almost certain death many times as
his companions fell around him only 100 men survived of his battalion of 1 000 his
later service in the middle east and mesopotamia is an astonishing tale of courage
and endurance interwoven with spells of leave during which the scot encountered
exotic experiences undreamed of in govan after the war glen became a gp in govan one
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of the poorest areas in britain at a time long before the national health service
preventable illnesses were often a death sentence for old and young alike the
extremes of poverty and suffering he witnessed brought home to him that he was in
the front line once more but in a different kind of warfare the second world war
brought new challenges and a post war transformation when the nhs was finally came
into being glen s shrewd commentary on the birth pangs of the new institution
provides valuable insights for the ongoing debate about this most controversial of
public services our culture is under attack the battlefield is covered with the
ruins of landmarks and monuments of the past dedicated to morality and natural law
throughout the centuries christians have held high the banner of jesus christ for
the world to see the culture has been protected and defended by the christian
soldiers in america since its founding however there is a darkness spreading
throughout the land leftist doctrines are gaining footholds and acquiring the
fortresses of old the hallowed bastions of learning called american public schools
once venerated by the world are now languishing crippled by the leftist ideologies
they have now adopted in place of classical liberal education christianity once the
standard moral center of the community has now been replaced by pluralism relativism
and postmodernism the epicenter of this transformation has been and still is the
public schools on the frontlines exposing satan s tactics to destroy a generation is
a clarion call from a christian educator and administrator to the church it is time
we as a body of believers stand up and be counted among those who refuse to allow
the religion of the left to prevail bestselling author of the gone series michael
grant unleashes the gritty and powerful conclusion to the front lines series and
evokes the brutal truth of world war ii war is hell an epic tale of historical
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reimagining perfect for fans of code name verity and salt to the sea courage
sacrifice and fear have lead rio frangie and rainy through front line battles in
north africa and sicily and their missions are not over these soldiers and thousands
of allies must fight their deadliest battle yet for their country and their lives as
they descend into the freezing water and onto the treacherous sands of omaha beach
it is june 6 1944 d day has arrived no longer naive recruits these soldier girls are
now silver star recipients and battle hardened others look to them for guidance and
confidence but this is a war that will leave sixty million dead flesh will turn to
charcoal piles will be made of torn limbs the women must find a way to lead while
holding on to their own last shreds of belief in humanity praise for silver stars
exhaustive research immersive storytelling and emotional depth make for a
superlative tale kirkus starred review praise for front lines a gripping and heart
wrenching tale publishers weekly starred review a magnificent alternate history
elizabeth wein new york times bestselling author of code name verity by drawing on a
range of sources including secret government documents newspapers national and local
records feature films as well as interviews with those who worked during air raids
this book provides an analysis of private meanings and public media representations
of civilians in the front line it will be enjoyed by historians of the second world
war and those seeking to understand better ways in which civilians have experienced
war in the twentieth century jacket in a classroom on a football field and in a
prison these were the battlegrounds for some of the most fervent clashes waged in
defense of civil liberties in new jersey since 1960 awardwinning journalist mary jo
patterson provides an exclusive front row seat to these skirmishes in the book on
the frontlines of freedom a look at the first 50 years of the american civil
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liberties union of new jersey patterson chronicles the rich and colorful history of
the aclu nj against the backdrop of changing social and political tides in new
jersey and america the main fighters are the men and women who were brave enough to
stand up for what was right even in the face of unrelenting opposition they were
supported by the troops of the attorneys staffers and civil libertarians who founded
and worked at the aclu nj since its founding in 1960 on the frontlines of freedom
highlights the crucial work of the organization over the past 50 years and pays
tribute to those who were bold enough to stand on the front lines i walked the
smoldering streets of newark with hank di suvero and his then wife ramona ripston
introducing him to families of victims of police shootings during july 1967 di
suvero the new aclu nj director bravely sued the newark police department when most
of civil society was succumbing to irrational fear and law and order rhetoric as
history shows again and again we need the aclu to take unpopular stands when the
bill of rights is threatened tom hayden newark community union project 1964 68
author rebellion in newark random house 1967 this wondrously fascinating and
informed narrative history of the life and times of the aclu of new jersey is far
more than a welcomed chronicle of a venerable organization that protects the rights
of citizens and settlers it contributes as well to a deeper understanding of the
complicated contested and oft troublesome quest for a meaningful democracy in
contemporary new jersey mary jo patterson has given us a riveting account of why the
aclu has engaged so many fronts and issues where justice and equal rights are worth
fighting for and defending clement alexander price board of governors distinguished
service professor of history rutgers university newark theorizes the experiences of
women in wartime and specifically of african women during zimbabwe s anti colonial
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struggle a zimbabwe specific study focusing on the lives of women in a small locale
chiweshe during the anti colonial insurgency this book is also a challenge to
established and still current modes of thought and research orientationswhich over
simplify the complex realities women face in the full range of violent conflicts
both past and present by contextualizing the voices of women of chiweshe not only is
an important and under developed aspect of zimbabwean and african history revealed
but a new approach to comprehending the highly tensioned lives of women in war is
presented which is characterized here as gendered localised resistance this is
examined through the prism of life in the protected villages in chiweshe experienced
in everyday social relations revolutionary roles and food security it traces how
women forged strategies of survival and resistance in the middle of guerrilla
warfare pitted between the forces of the state and the revolutionary resistance
movements the book can be read as a unique and richly detailed account of the lives
of women during the zimbabwe civil war and liberation struggle as a wider argument
about how researchers can approach and incorporate lived experience into accounts of
larger dynamics war revolution and as a substantial and important contribution to
feminist historiography and writings on women and war eleanor o gorman is senior
associate at the gender studies centre and a research associate at the department of
politics and international studies at the university of cambridge an independent
consultant who has advised the un the uk government dfid and fco the irish
department of foreign affairs the european commission and the organisation for
economic cooperation and development oecd zimbabwe weaver press although public
safety agencies protect our well being they also shape social problems and community
inequities public safety protections promote what t h marshall called social rights
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of equitable citizenship frontlines of welfare state shows how public safety
agencies function as welfare state agencies responsible for a range of essential
public functions including emergency service criminal investigation regulatory
oversight and social service outreach furthermore this volume shows how public
safety agencies are being asked to absorb more social welfare functions amidst cut
backs in other areas of the welfare state two areas of public safety are examined
arson control and fire prevention especially within the contexts of urban change and
gentrification and community policing especially as a mechanism of expanding drug
treatment service and prevention programs facilitating a greater understanding of
institutional biases within the state built around organizational structures
procedures and cultures and their impact on social outcomes this original and
exciting book will be of interest to researchers practitioners and undergraduate and
postgraduate students in the fields of policing and fire control public policy and
administration drugs and substance abuse and white collar crime today in a variety
of post conflict settings international advocates for women s rights have focused on
bringing issues of sexual violence discrimination and exclusion into peace making
processes on the frontlines consider such policies and assess the extent to which
they have had success in improving women s lives fan favourite michael grant is back
the bestselling author of both the gone and the bzrk series returns to the page
bringing a very different take to one of history s darkest times book 2 of the
soldier girl series sequel to front lines the epic new young adult series by the
author of gone set in an alternate world war ii the summer of 1943 world war ii
three girls fiercely fighting their own battles in the midst of the greatest war of
all time nazi germany is far from beaten but the germans have been bloodied with
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heavy memories of combat rio frangie rainy and their allied army are moving on to
their next target italy these young women are not heroes for fighting alongside
their brothers they are soldiers they will brave terrible conditions in an endless
siege they will fight to find themselves on the front lines of wwii and they will
come face to face with the brutality of war until they win or die no one will emerge
unscathed but they all hope to emerge victorious this scarce antiquarian book is a
facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such
as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high
quality modern editions that are true to the original work memoir of a nurse working
on the frontlines of covid 19 by holly blassingame bsn rn in this memoir holly
blassingame shares her ongoing experience as a nurse on the frontlines of the covid
19 pandemic shedding light on the struggles and personal hardships she and other
medical workers have faced during this difficult time from confusion and fear to
exhaustion and loneliness blassingame paints a true picture of what a nurse on the
frontline goes through so that those on the outside can better understand their hard
work dedication and resiliency though the pandemic is not over memoir of a nurse
working on the frontlines of covid 19 gives hope that those suffering are in good
hands and that the human spirit can never be extinguished history is filled with
women who have changed the world by their sacrifices passion and fire read about
these women and see how their choices issues and dilemmas will inspire you to heed
the call to courage and step up to the front lines of faith hope and love women have
always played a part in war but until recently in the u s they were not allowed to
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fight on the front lines this book will look into the controversy surrounding women
in combat while detailing stories of women from today and yesterday finding
themselves on the front lines and the courage initiative and uphill battles they
face as both soldiers and women hoping to make a difference contains the personal
testimonies and first hand accounts of the war in iraq from eighteen soldiers on the
front lines journalism and communications scholar michael emery reveals some of the
difficulties facing foreign correspondents covering overseas events telling some of
the stories behind the stories surrounding key world events in the 20th century and
the coverage they received in the american media annotation copyright by book news
inc portland or drawing on a remarkable array of previously untapped sources brovkin
convicts the early bolsheviks of crimes similar to those later committed by stalin
what emerges behind the front lines is a picture of how diverse forces cossacks
ukrainians greens mensheviks and srs as well as whites and bolsheviks created the
tragic victory of a party that had no majority support provides facts and
information about the war in iraq focusing on issues from current headlines a
collection of stories from the wars and conflicts of the 20th century that shaped
the modern world it is not only told from the perspective of the common soldier but
also from prisoners of war slaves in german work camps war administrators under
cover spies and ordinary citizens who witnessed historical events first hand in 1930
the editor of everyman magazine requested entries for a new anthology of great war
accounts the result was a revolutionary book unlike any other of the period for as
malcolm brown notes in his introduction i believe it might fairly be described as a
rediscovered classic it was the very first collection to reveal the many dimensions
of the war through the eyes of the ordinary soldier and offers heart stopping
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renditions of the very first gas attack aerial dogfights above the trenches the
moment of going over the top told chronologically from the first scrambles of 1914
the drudgery of the war of attrition once the trenches had been dug to the final joy
of armistice from andrew wiest the bestselling author of the boys of 67 charlie
company s war in vietnam and one of the leading scholars in the study of the vietnam
war comes a frank exploration of the human experience during the conflict vietnam
allows the reader a grunt s eye view of the conflict from the steaming rice paddies
and swamps of the mekong delta to the triple canopy rainforest of the central
highlands and the forlorn marine bases that dotted the dmz it is the definitive oral
history of the vietnam war told in the uncompromising no holds barred language of
the soldiers themselves described as a classic by the critics on the front lines
strips away the glamour of war and shows in the words of the infantrymen and gunners
who fought on the front lines what it was really like in the trenches in world war
ii published on the 50th anniversary of the u s s entry into the war this text
brings the past to life with photographs of battles in british history re enacted by
english heritage and historic scotland the written commentary describes what it was
probably like to fight with sword spear or musket from hastings to flodden naseby to
culloden after the italian defeat at caporetto a bri tish expeditionary force under
general plumer was despatched from france this account describes the campaign which
ende d after the victory at vittorio veneto over the austrians this is a unique war
story based on more than 350 letters that the author s father wrote to her mother
from the front lines in italy in 1944 and 1945 these are love letters deeply
intimate while vividly recounting the brutal life of a combat soldier they also
reveal the intense connection between the author s mother and father through
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extensive quotes from the letters the book conveys in powerful detail what he
thought felt and experienced as a company commander in combat her letters do not
survive but his responses to her show the strength of their relationship they write
about mutual friends the quotidian details of their lives the weather food the war
news they tease each other they send each other gifts and photos they dream about
life after the war sometimes they quarrel he worries about money and chides her
about her spending habits she becomes frustrated over irregular and delayed mail and
blames him for it but every letter conveys his love for her his aching for her his
sense of being with her despite the distance and the war this is also the story of
the war itself of dangerous night patrols german artillery supplies coming to the
front by mule days and days with no sleep dead and wounded soldiers german war
prisoners and finally victory this poignant juxtaposition of the personal and the
historical based on a rare quantity of first hand material is spellbinding and
inspiring
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Front Lines 2022-09-16 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of
front lines by boyd cable digicat publishing considers every written word to be a
legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as
ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it
deserves as a classic of world literature
On the Front Lines 2003-04-01 have your students report for duty as they go along on
each military force s most current missions they will gain insight into the history
organization and training demands of each military branch
Guerrilla Marketing on the Front Lines 2008-08-01 let 35 world class guerrilla
marketing coaches teach you their time tested tactics and strategies for getting new
customers and turning them into your most enthusiastic fans here is a taste of what
you re going to learn in guerrilla marketing on the front lines dozens of new high
impact strategies for reaching and acquiring new customers even on a shoestring
budget cutting edge online tactics designed to cut through the clutter and
dramatically increase your visibility and conversion rates the keys to developing
high powered guerrilla partnerships and affiliate programs that will leverage your
time and actually make you money while you sleep are you ready to turn your own
prospects into customers and then into raving fans who will buy from you again and
again and again join us on the front lines and get ready to launch your own
guerrilla marketing attack
Thriving on the Front Lines 2014-03-26 youth and family services yfs are part of
residential and group homes schools social service organizations hospitals and
family court systems yfs include prevention education positive youth development
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foster care child welfare and treatment as yfs has evolved advances in research have
brought forth a host of promising new ideas that both complement and expand on the
original underpinnings of strengths based practice thriving on the front lines
represents an articulation of these advancements thriving on the front lines
explores the use of strengths based practices with those who are in the trenches
youth care worker ycws commonly referred to as resident counselors youth counselors
psychiatric technicians psych techs caseworkers case managers and house parents or
managers ycws are on the front lines often providing services 24 hours a day
thriving on the front lines is an up to date treatise on the pivotal role of ycws
and those who work day in and day out with youth to improve their well being
relationships and overall quality of life unique aspects of the strengths based
framework provided in thriving on the front lines include strengths based principles
informed by five decades of research discussion of the importance of using real time
feedback to improve service outcomes and how to implement an outcome orientation
exploration of positive youth development two chapters devoted entirely to strengths
based interventions an in depth discussion of how to improve effectiveness through
deliberate practice and how to develop a strengths based organizational climate
On the Front Lines 2000-07-15 performances as feminist queer and trans activism from
theater and flash mobs to street protests and online manifestos
Bodies on the Front Lines 2024 an american captain tells the story of his unit of
artillery in the front lines of the western front through the battles of st mihiel
and the argonne to the ceasefire an acclaimed classic account of an american officer
whose battery fought bravely as part of the american expeditionary forces in 1918
the unedited journal which was kept by the author on his person at all times is a
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gem of reportage filled with scenes that vividly portray the battle front and at
times the sheer brutality of war his unit were cited for their accurate and deadly
work with their french made 75 mm guns and despite the unit not often being more
than 1000 yards away from the trenchlines the efficiency of the battery allowed the
author time to write not polished or damaged by post war editing the author s diary
retains its freshness and immediacy of the shell torn trenches of the french
countryside diary august november 1918 of a u s field artillery unit 75mm guns
attached to the 33rd division one of the best american artillery accounts p 120
edward lengel world war i memories 2004 the scarecrow press lanham maryland toronto
oxford
The Cannoneers Have Hairy Ears: A Diary Of The Front Lines 2014-06-13 describes
first hand accounts of world war ii from those who lived through it provided by
publisher
VOAで深める医療の世界 2019 approaches the topic of world war ii from the perspective of those
fighting in it
Voices of World War II 2011 at the front line draws on a plethora of letters diaries
and documents written by over 300 australian soldiers in the field to present a
picture of the hardships and triumphs of their wartime experience mark johnston
analyses the suffering of front line soldiers caused not only by the opposing force
but also by the conditions imposed by their own army the book details the physical
and psychological pressures of life at the front and shows how soldiers survived or
surrendered to unbearable environments fear boredom and the constant threat of
impending death the myths of mateship and equanimity are brought under scrutiny much
hostility can be explained by competition between ranks and the perceived hostility
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of superiors the author investigates the immense strain that led to many breakdowns
and the characteristic forebearance that saw so many others through
World War II on the Front Lines 2014 real leadership that leads to high engagement
higher performance and a culture of accountability as president and ceo of scripps
health one of america s most prestigious health systems chris van gorder presided
over a dramatic turnaround catapulting scripps from near bankruptcy to a dominant
market position while hospitals and health systems nationwide have laid people off
or are closing their doors scripps is financially healthy has added thousands of
employees even with a no layoff philosophy and has developed a reputation as a top
employer what are the secrets to this remarkable story in the front line leader
chris van gorder candidly shares his own incredible story from police officer to ceo
and the leadership philosophy that drives all of his decisions and actions people
come first van gorder began his unlikely career as a california police officer which
deeply instilled in him a sense of social responsibility honesty and public service
after being injured on the job and taking an early retirement van gorder had to
reinvent himself taking a job as a hospital security director a job that would
change his life through hard work and determination he rose to executive ranks
eventually becoming ceo of scripps but he never forgot his own roots and powerful
work ethic or the time when he was a security officer and a ceo would not make eye
contact with him van gorder leads from the front lines making it a priority to know
his employees and customers at every level his values learned on the force
protecting the community educating citizens developing caring relationships and
ultimately doing the right thing shape his approach to business as much as companies
talk about accountability managers seldom understand what practical steps to take to
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achieve an ethic of service that makes accountability meaningful the front line
leader outlines specific tactics and steps anyone can use starting today to take
responsibility inspire others and achieve breakout results for their organizations
van gorder reveals how a no layoff philosophy led to higher accountability how his
own attention to seemingly minor details spurred larger change and how his own high
standards for himself and his team improved morale and productivity from general
strategy to the tiny everyday steps leaders can take to create the kind of culture
and accountability that translates into major competitive advantage the front line
leader charts a path to better leadership and a more engaged higher performing
organization
At the Front Line 2002-07-18 front lines documents the literary practices of
imperial spain s common soldiers the epic poems chronicles ballads and
autobiographies that these soldiers wrote at the front provide a critical view from
below on state violence and imperial expansion
The Front-Line Leader 2014-10-20 this memoir by a scottish doctor who was born and
went on to work in govan was found among family papers long after his death in 1972
less an account of the author s inner life it is a graphic narrative by a
practitioner in the hospitals and homes of a major city of hands on medical care
during much of the twentieth century after training as a medical student on the
wards of glasgow hospitals at the outbreak of the first world war the young doctor
joined the army and served as a medical officer for the duration early on he
provides a shattering account of the hopeless slaughter at gallipoli where he
survived almost certain death many times as his companions fell around him only 100
men survived of his battalion of 1 000 his later service in the middle east and
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mesopotamia is an astonishing tale of courage and endurance interwoven with spells
of leave during which the scot encountered exotic experiences undreamed of in govan
after the war glen became a gp in govan one of the poorest areas in britain at a
time long before the national health service preventable illnesses were often a
death sentence for old and young alike the extremes of poverty and suffering he
witnessed brought home to him that he was in the front line once more but in a
different kind of warfare the second world war brought new challenges and a post war
transformation when the nhs was finally came into being glen s shrewd commentary on
the birth pangs of the new institution provides valuable insights for the ongoing
debate about this most controversial of public services
Front Lines 2016-09-13 our culture is under attack the battlefield is covered with
the ruins of landmarks and monuments of the past dedicated to morality and natural
law throughout the centuries christians have held high the banner of jesus christ
for the world to see the culture has been protected and defended by the christian
soldiers in america since its founding however there is a darkness spreading
throughout the land leftist doctrines are gaining footholds and acquiring the
fortresses of old the hallowed bastions of learning called american public schools
once venerated by the world are now languishing crippled by the leftist ideologies
they have now adopted in place of classical liberal education christianity once the
standard moral center of the community has now been replaced by pluralism relativism
and postmodernism the epicenter of this transformation has been and still is the
public schools on the frontlines exposing satan s tactics to destroy a generation is
a clarion call from a christian educator and administrator to the church it is time
we as a body of believers stand up and be counted among those who refuse to allow
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the religion of the left to prevail
In the Front Line 2013-08-15 bestselling author of the gone series michael grant
unleashes the gritty and powerful conclusion to the front lines series and evokes
the brutal truth of world war ii war is hell an epic tale of historical reimagining
perfect for fans of code name verity and salt to the sea courage sacrifice and fear
have lead rio frangie and rainy through front line battles in north africa and
sicily and their missions are not over these soldiers and thousands of allies must
fight their deadliest battle yet for their country and their lives as they descend
into the freezing water and onto the treacherous sands of omaha beach it is june 6
1944 d day has arrived no longer naive recruits these soldier girls are now silver
star recipients and battle hardened others look to them for guidance and confidence
but this is a war that will leave sixty million dead flesh will turn to charcoal
piles will be made of torn limbs the women must find a way to lead while holding on
to their own last shreds of belief in humanity praise for silver stars exhaustive
research immersive storytelling and emotional depth make for a superlative tale
kirkus starred review praise for front lines a gripping and heart wrenching tale
publishers weekly starred review a magnificent alternate history elizabeth wein new
york times bestselling author of code name verity
On the Frontlines 2019-11-20 by drawing on a range of sources including secret
government documents newspapers national and local records feature films as well as
interviews with those who worked during air raids this book provides an analysis of
private meanings and public media representations of civilians in the front line it
will be enjoyed by historians of the second world war and those seeking to
understand better ways in which civilians have experienced war in the twentieth
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century jacket
Purple Hearts 2018-02 in a classroom on a football field and in a prison these were
the battlegrounds for some of the most fervent clashes waged in defense of civil
liberties in new jersey since 1960 awardwinning journalist mary jo patterson
provides an exclusive front row seat to these skirmishes in the book on the
frontlines of freedom a look at the first 50 years of the american civil liberties
union of new jersey patterson chronicles the rich and colorful history of the aclu
nj against the backdrop of changing social and political tides in new jersey and
america the main fighters are the men and women who were brave enough to stand up
for what was right even in the face of unrelenting opposition they were supported by
the troops of the attorneys staffers and civil libertarians who founded and worked
at the aclu nj since its founding in 1960 on the frontlines of freedom highlights
the crucial work of the organization over the past 50 years and pays tribute to
those who were bold enough to stand on the front lines i walked the smoldering
streets of newark with hank di suvero and his then wife ramona ripston introducing
him to families of victims of police shootings during july 1967 di suvero the new
aclu nj director bravely sued the newark police department when most of civil
society was succumbing to irrational fear and law and order rhetoric as history
shows again and again we need the aclu to take unpopular stands when the bill of
rights is threatened tom hayden newark community union project 1964 68 author
rebellion in newark random house 1967 this wondrously fascinating and informed
narrative history of the life and times of the aclu of new jersey is far more than a
welcomed chronicle of a venerable organization that protects the rights of citizens
and settlers it contributes as well to a deeper understanding of the complicated
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contested and oft troublesome quest for a meaningful democracy in contemporary new
jersey mary jo patterson has given us a riveting account of why the aclu has engaged
so many fronts and issues where justice and equal rights are worth fighting for and
defending clement alexander price board of governors distinguished service professor
of history rutgers university newark
British Civilians in the Front Line 2006-04-30 theorizes the experiences of women in
wartime and specifically of african women during zimbabwe s anti colonial struggle a
zimbabwe specific study focusing on the lives of women in a small locale chiweshe
during the anti colonial insurgency this book is also a challenge to established and
still current modes of thought and research orientationswhich over simplify the
complex realities women face in the full range of violent conflicts both past and
present by contextualizing the voices of women of chiweshe not only is an important
and under developed aspect of zimbabwean and african history revealed but a new
approach to comprehending the highly tensioned lives of women in war is presented
which is characterized here as gendered localised resistance this is examined
through the prism of life in the protected villages in chiweshe experienced in
everyday social relations revolutionary roles and food security it traces how women
forged strategies of survival and resistance in the middle of guerrilla warfare
pitted between the forces of the state and the revolutionary resistance movements
the book can be read as a unique and richly detailed account of the lives of women
during the zimbabwe civil war and liberation struggle as a wider argument about how
researchers can approach and incorporate lived experience into accounts of larger
dynamics war revolution and as a substantial and important contribution to feminist
historiography and writings on women and war eleanor o gorman is senior associate at
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the gender studies centre and a research associate at the department of politics and
international studies at the university of cambridge an independent consultant who
has advised the un the uk government dfid and fco the irish department of foreign
affairs the european commission and the organisation for economic cooperation and
development oecd zimbabwe weaver press
On the Frontlines of Freedom 2012-03-01 although public safety agencies protect our
well being they also shape social problems and community inequities public safety
protections promote what t h marshall called social rights of equitable citizenship
frontlines of welfare state shows how public safety agencies function as welfare
state agencies responsible for a range of essential public functions including
emergency service criminal investigation regulatory oversight and social service
outreach furthermore this volume shows how public safety agencies are being asked to
absorb more social welfare functions amidst cut backs in other areas of the welfare
state two areas of public safety are examined arson control and fire prevention
especially within the contexts of urban change and gentrification and community
policing especially as a mechanism of expanding drug treatment service and
prevention programs facilitating a greater understanding of institutional biases
within the state built around organizational structures procedures and cultures and
their impact on social outcomes this original and exciting book will be of interest
to researchers practitioners and undergraduate and postgraduate students in the
fields of policing and fire control public policy and administration drugs and
substance abuse and white collar crime
The Front Line Runs Through Every Woman 2011 today in a variety of post conflict
settings international advocates for women s rights have focused on bringing issues
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of sexual violence discrimination and exclusion into peace making processes on the
frontlines consider such policies and assess the extent to which they have had
success in improving women s lives
On the Frontlines of the Welfare State 2017-02-17 fan favourite michael grant is
back the bestselling author of both the gone and the bzrk series returns to the page
bringing a very different take to one of history s darkest times book 2 of the
soldier girl series sequel to front lines the epic new young adult series by the
author of gone set in an alternate world war ii the summer of 1943 world war ii
three girls fiercely fighting their own battles in the midst of the greatest war of
all time nazi germany is far from beaten but the germans have been bloodied with
heavy memories of combat rio frangie rainy and their allied army are moving on to
their next target italy these young women are not heroes for fighting alongside
their brothers they are soldiers they will brave terrible conditions in an endless
siege they will fight to find themselves on the front lines of wwii and they will
come face to face with the brutality of war until they win or die no one will emerge
unscathed but they all hope to emerge victorious
On the Frontlines 2011 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the
original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and
promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are
true to the original work
Silver Stars 2017 memoir of a nurse working on the frontlines of covid 19 by holly
blassingame bsn rn in this memoir holly blassingame shares her ongoing experience as
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a nurse on the frontlines of the covid 19 pandemic shedding light on the struggles
and personal hardships she and other medical workers have faced during this
difficult time from confusion and fear to exhaustion and loneliness blassingame
paints a true picture of what a nurse on the frontline goes through so that those on
the outside can better understand their hard work dedication and resiliency though
the pandemic is not over memoir of a nurse working on the frontlines of covid 19
gives hope that those suffering are in good hands and that the human spirit can
never be extinguished
The Cannoneers Have Hairy Ears: A Diary of the Front Lines 2008-06-01 history is
filled with women who have changed the world by their sacrifices passion and fire
read about these women and see how their choices issues and dilemmas will inspire
you to heed the call to courage and step up to the front lines of faith hope and
love
Memoir of a Nurse Working On the Frontlines of COVID-19 2021-10-20 women have always
played a part in war but until recently in the u s they were not allowed to fight on
the front lines this book will look into the controversy surrounding women in combat
while detailing stories of women from today and yesterday finding themselves on the
front lines and the courage initiative and uphill battles they face as both soldiers
and women hoping to make a difference
Women on the Front Lines (16pt Large Print Edition) 2011-11-15 contains the personal
testimonies and first hand accounts of the war in iraq from eighteen soldiers on the
front lines
Women in Combat 2017-08-01 journalism and communications scholar michael emery
reveals some of the difficulties facing foreign correspondents covering overseas
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events telling some of the stories behind the stories surrounding key world events
in the 20th century and the coverage they received in the american media annotation
copyright by book news inc portland or
Heart of War 2007 drawing on a remarkable array of previously untapped sources
brovkin convicts the early bolsheviks of crimes similar to those later committed by
stalin what emerges behind the front lines is a picture of how diverse forces
cossacks ukrainians greens mensheviks and srs as well as whites and bolsheviks
created the tragic victory of a party that had no majority support
On the Front Lines 1995 provides facts and information about the war in iraq
focusing on issues from current headlines
Behind the Front Lines of the Civil War 1994 a collection of stories from the wars
and conflicts of the 20th century that shaped the modern world it is not only told
from the perspective of the common soldier but also from prisoners of war slaves in
german work camps war administrators under cover spies and ordinary citizens who
witnessed historical events first hand
The War in Iraq 2009-03 in 1930 the editor of everyman magazine requested entries
for a new anthology of great war accounts the result was a revolutionary book unlike
any other of the period for as malcolm brown notes in his introduction i believe it
might fairly be described as a rediscovered classic it was the very first collection
to reveal the many dimensions of the war through the eyes of the ordinary soldier
and offers heart stopping renditions of the very first gas attack aerial dogfights
above the trenches the moment of going over the top told chronologically from the
first scrambles of 1914 the drudgery of the war of attrition once the trenches had
been dug to the final joy of armistice
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On the Front Line 2012 from andrew wiest the bestselling author of the boys of 67
charlie company s war in vietnam and one of the leading scholars in the study of the
vietnam war comes a frank exploration of the human experience during the conflict
vietnam allows the reader a grunt s eye view of the conflict from the steaming rice
paddies and swamps of the mekong delta to the triple canopy rainforest of the
central highlands and the forlorn marine bases that dotted the dmz it is the
definitive oral history of the vietnam war told in the uncompromising no holds
barred language of the soldiers themselves
On the Front Line 2013-06-20 described as a classic by the critics on the front
lines strips away the glamour of war and shows in the words of the infantrymen and
gunners who fought on the front lines what it was really like in the trenches in
world war ii published on the 50th anniversary of the u s s entry into the war
Vietnam 2013-04-20 this text brings the past to life with photographs of battles in
british history re enacted by english heritage and historic scotland the written
commentary describes what it was probably like to fight with sword spear or musket
from hastings to flodden naseby to culloden
Front Lines 1976 after the italian defeat at caporetto a bri tish expeditionary
force under general plumer was despatched from france this account describes the
campaign which ende d after the victory at vittorio veneto over the austrians
On the Front Lines 1991-08-19 this is a unique war story based on more than 350
letters that the author s father wrote to her mother from the front lines in italy
in 1944 and 1945 these are love letters deeply intimate while vividly recounting the
brutal life of a combat soldier they also reveal the intense connection between the
author s mother and father through extensive quotes from the letters the book
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conveys in powerful detail what he thought felt and experienced as a company
commander in combat her letters do not survive but his responses to her show the
strength of their relationship they write about mutual friends the quotidian details
of their lives the weather food the war news they tease each other they send each
other gifts and photos they dream about life after the war sometimes they quarrel he
worries about money and chides her about her spending habits she becomes frustrated
over irregular and delayed mail and blames him for it but every letter conveys his
love for her his aching for her his sense of being with her despite the distance and
the war this is also the story of the war itself of dangerous night patrols german
artillery supplies coming to the front by mule days and days with no sleep dead and
wounded soldiers german war prisoners and finally victory this poignant
juxtaposition of the personal and the historical based on a rare quantity of first
hand material is spellbinding and inspiring
Woman on the Front Lines 1987
British Battles 1996
The British Army in Italy 1917-1918 1998-01-12
Front Lines 1991
Love Letters from the Front Lines 2022-08-23
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